Computer vision s y s t m which identify and locdiee instances of predefined 3D modela in images offer many potential benefits to industrial and other environments. This papa describes BONSAI, a model-based 3D object recognition syb tem, which identifies and localizes 3D objects in range images of one or more parts which have been designed on a CAD system. Recognition is performed via constrained search of the interpretation tree, using unary and binary constraints (derived automatically from the CAD models) to prune the search space. Experiments with over two hundred images of twenty different parts demonstrate that the constrained search approach to 3D object recognition has comparable accuracy to other existing systems.
Introduction
This paper describes BONSAI, a model-based 3D object recognition system which recognizes instances of solid models (designed on a CAD system) in depth maps obtained from a laser range finder. Relational graphs extracted automatically from CAD models [5] are compared (via constrained search) with a relational graph constructed from range image segmentation and surface chdication modules, with object identities and estimates of location and orientation (pose) as output. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the model-based recognition system. This paper concentrates on the matching module or the recognition p r o c e~; detailed discussion of the object representation, 3D d n g , and range image analysis modules appear in [4]. Outlines of these modules are presented here in order to make the presentation self-contained. BONSAI'S primary contributions arc its novel approach to model-building and the extension into the 3D domain of constrained interpretation tree search for model-baaed recognition. The computer vision literature reflects a large amount of interest in 3D object recognition among industrial and academic researchers [lo, 1, 7, 2, 6, 11, 31. An interpretation (or a hypothesis) I = < O , A , I > = < object, {(SI, Mit), . . . (Sj,Mij)},(R, t) > is a triple containing the identity of the model object under consideration, an ordered set of associations between scene and model surfaces, and a rigid transformation which aligns the model with the scene entities involved in the interpretation. Several associations are required before the transformation (R, t) is uniquely determined. A hypothesis with an unique transformation is termed verifiable. The IT is constructed by forming a l l possible interpretations which contain associations ordered on the scene entities Si. At the root of the IT, the association set A is empty. At the first level down from the root, the associationset contains a single interpretation for Si. At the second level, A contains associations for S a and &, and so on. We define the depth d(Z) = IlAll to be the number of associations in 1.
Define a NULL match [SI as an association of the form (Si, NULL), and meaning that we mark Si as having been used, but that it has no effect on the computation of a pose transformation or on validation of a hypothesis. We define a correct association as one corresponding with the true scene interpretation. We will reserve the tern 'correct' and 'incorrect' for non-NULL associations; a NULL association is considered neither correct nor incorrect.
Inherent in a d -w approach to recognition is the sequential consideration of scene entities. Since we desire that search be performed &ciently, the order in which scene entities are selected b important. At present, we attempt to match curved scene patches (if any) initially, with the larger w e d patches b e i i matched f i t . If additional matches are required after the mzt of curved scene patches haa been exhausted, planar patches are considered m order of visible area.
Not all interpretati-are valid. Clearly, the presence of an incorrect association implies an incorrect interpretation.
If we reject an interpretationlo M invalid, all interpretatioxm rooted at lo are alEO invalid and need not be generated (much less checked for validity). This is the ewmce of prming; we wish to test interpretations aa they an generated, reject ones which are invalid, and avoid searching the subtrees rooted at the incorrect interpretation (hence the name BONSAI for our 3D object recognition system).
Our approach to interpretation t m pruning is to apply several predicates to each interpretation as it is generated. A general predicate P is a mapping P : ' 3 -+ {TRUE, FALSE}, where 3 is the set of poasible interpretations Z. These predicates return TRUE if they are satisfied by the interpretation, and FALSE if the constraints of the predicate are violated and the interpretation and its subtm should be pruned. 
Unary Predicates

2.2
The visibility predicate Pvisibifity is satisfied only if, for all non-NULL asnociation pairs, the model entities can be simultaneously visible in some view of the object.
The parallel plane predicate Pplane returns TRUE if, for an association involving two parallel scene planes and two parallel model planes, the distances between the scene and model p h e s agree within a small tolerance value (0.1 inch in our experiments).
Model Database Pruning
Our databasecontairu twenty different object models, each an attributed relational graph. It ia computationally unattractive to apply the IT search algorithm once for each model in the database if we can infer that most of the objects cannot be present in the acene. Jwt as scene entities and their relationships constrain interpretation for a single model, they
JAW restrict the set of models to be considered. Our model database pruning procedure rejects models from the database if the scene contains features that the models do not. Specifically, we look for curved scene surfaces, and reject models which do not contain surfaces with similar intrinsic parameters (radii). We elso examine the distribution of angles b e tween the orientation parameters of patches joined at crease edges, and reject models without similar inter-patch angles.
Pose Estimation
This section describes our techniques for estimation of the object pose, consisting of a 3 x 3 rotation matrix R and a 3D translation vector t. The systemuses two different techniques to estimate pose; one techniqueis suitable for 'general' objects whose orientation parameters are not all parallel, and the other technique waa developed to get unique rotation and translation estimates for objects with rotational symmetry.
Nonsymmetric Model Pose Estimation
We adopt Grimson and Lozan+PCrez's technique [SI for eatimation of model rotation. Their presentation was developed for planar surfaces, but generalizes easily to any surface with an unique orientation parameter (normal vector or axis of symmetry). The technique obtains a rotation estimate for each pair of non-NULL associations not involving one or more spherical patches. The ensemble of estimates can be checked for validity and averaged to produce the final estimate.
Our approach to translation estimation is (to our howledge). unique. The primary difficulty in this estimation procedure 1s accommodationof three different surface types, each of which provides a different number of constraints on the translation's three components. Spheres constrain all three coordinates of the translation estimate. Cylinders constrain two of the three translational degrees of freedom (leaving tramlation along the a& unconstrained). Planes only constrain one degree of freedom (in the direction normal to the plane), leaving two free translations. For an interpretation which contains associations involving j spherical surfaces, k planes, and I cylinders, we can set up a linear system of 3j + k + 31 equationsin 3+1 unknown parameters (Az, Ay, At, t i , .
where Ax, Ayl and A t are the three translation parameters and ti's are auxiliary parameters.
Rotationally-Symmetric Objects
The technique for rotation estimation given above does not work when all of the model surfaces' orientation parameters are parallel (or antiparallel). The estimation of rotation actually becomes simpler for such cases, as one of the three compnents of rotation are immaterial (rotation about the symmetry axis); there an an W t y of 3 x 3 rotation matrices which can be uaed M the 'correct' orientation tranaform. BONSAI assumes that mod& with rotational symmetry are 'hgged' as such; a h , the direction of the axb of symmetry (in model coordinates) must be known. Given an interpretation involving a rotatiody-symmetric model, the ax% of rotation b taken M the vector perpendicular to both the known axis direction for the model and the average of the scene orientation parameters involved in the interpretation, and the amount of rotation about that axis b simply the angle between the model symmetry axis and the average orientation vector of the scene entities. The 3D translation component is taken M the average amount of translation needed to correspond the planar and aphericd patches involved in the interpretation.
Hypothesis Verification and Extension
Each hypothesis .wiving the IT search is verified by synthesizing a range image and a segmentation of the hypothesized object, and an area-bascd matching score is calculated by pixel-to-pixel comparison with the input range image and segmentation. Camct interpretations will have the highest matching score.
The matching score for a verifiable interpretation I is the product of five subscores, all between eero and 1.0:
The subscoFes measure match quality of different types:
e a1 is the frequency with which a pixel in the synthetic range image of the hypothesizedmodel is within 0.1 inch (in depth) of the corresponding input scene pixel.
e a2 is the product of several ration, each the percentage of segmentation overlap for pixels in the synthetic and input images.
e a3 is a 'globd overlap' score: the ratio of the number of pixels in which the synthetic and input segmentations agm with respect to the interpretation, to the total number of pixels in the synthetic image.
e 94 is the fraction of estimated model areas accounted for by the area of scene patches involved in the interprets tion.
e a5 is the ratio of the number of valid pixels in the input image and the number of pixels in the synthetic image.
The presence of overlap between patches in the input and synthetic segmentations can suggest additional associations to be added to verifiable interpretations. If the addition of new associationsraises the score of the interpretation to which they were added, the modified interpretation is retained along with the corresponding score.
5 Model-Building: CAD Models to Relational Graphs
We design 3D objects on a commercially-available CAD system known M GEOMOD. The CAD industry has agreed on a standard for data interchange between systems. Known as IGES (Initial Graphica Exchange Specification), it specifies tile, geometry, and annotation format sfor the exchangeof mechanical (2D and 3D) and electrical designs between systems. We have developed a system [5,4] which parses the IGES deh p t i o n of a CAD model, producing LISP code which (when loaded into a LISP runtime environment) constructs a relational graph
with the vertex set V containing attributed geometric primitives (lines, cirmlar arcs, parametric spline curves, planes, and surfaces of revolution), and the edge r t E containing relationship between t h e entities. The IGES representation of a 3D object produced by GEOMOD is a minimal descrip tion of 3D primitives; very few intrinsics (e.g. radii) or binary relations (e.g. inter-patch angles) are explicitly stored. Our system is a geometric inference engine which derives those quantities which are useful in the context of 3D object recognition from the minimal description. Model construction is performed off-line and t&-between 30 minutes and two hours on a Sun4390 computer. The model-building process has three major steps: construction of nodes and node attributes, construction of edges and edge attributes, and augmentation of node attributes with visibility information. The first two steps use the IGES description, and the finsl step unea an auxiliary represents tion produced by GEOMOD, namely a faceted (polyhedral) approximation to the object. Object models are limited at present to be piecewise planar, cylindrical, or spherical. These primitive surfaces have location, orientation, and intrinsic p a rameters. Unary (patch-specific) features calculated from the CAD models include patch type, visible area, and intrinsic parameters. Binary (inter-patch) featinclude relative orientation and visibility information. Some of the unary and binary features are view-dependent, and are calculated from synthetic views t&en from 320 viewpoints.
6 Range Image Acquisition, Segmentation, and Classification
This section gives a brief overview of our range image acquisition, segmentation and surface classification strategy. Details have been described elsewhere [4, 9] . We obtain our range images from a Technical Arts model 100X k e r range finder. We employ a datadriven, regionbased segmentation strategy using cluster analysis. A clustering procedure originally developed by Hoffman and Jain [9] employs surface point location and surface normal information to group range pixels into connected segments. Since clustering-based segmentations tend to oversegment large patches, we examine the changes in surface normals across segment boundaries, and merge those patches which do not display any change (we call this step domain-independent merging).
Segments are classified as planar, cylindrical, or spherical using the regression and curvature-based techniques [4]. We perform an initial classification of the image segments, and then examine adjacent segments to perform model-driven merging. If a pair of adjacent segments are of the same type and have similar parameters, they are merged and the classification process is repeated until no more merging takes place. We then extract edge points along segment boundaries and find the besbfittingline. The output of the segmentationand classification modules is a label image containing segment labels for each pixel and LISP code describing the surfaces present in the scene, along with the edge fit information.
7 Recognition and Localization Experiments This section describes three series of experiments conducted with the BONSAI object recognition system. Twenty object models were 4 . Synthetic imagea of isolated objtcts allow us to estimate the accuracy of poee estimation. Rea images of isolated objects are ab0 examined, giving estimates of the error rate in recognition. Several imagca of occluded scenes were also proceseed; they illustrate BONSAI'S ability to m solve multiple objects in a single scene.
Object Model Database
Twenty solid models were constructed (by measurement of physical prototypes) for use with the BONSAI recognition system. All were created using the GEOMOD software; relational graphs were constructed from the IGES and uuiverSa file descriptions. The models were constructed prhwdy ub ing the CSG approach, using measurements taken on physical prototypes. Several models are simplified representations of the actual physical objects. These simplifications (usually the covering of object holes) were made primarily because surfaces within deep concavities on the object are unlikely to be detected by our range sensor, much l e~~ correctly c l d e d . If a different range sensing strategy were used, we might wish to increase the level of detail of the models. For now, we concentrate only on representing the gross shape of the object using three types of primitive surfaces.
Pose Estimation Accuracy: Synthetic Imagery
Five images of each of our twenty models were synthesized using a polygon scan-convedon approach. These images were then segmented (md the resulting scene descriptions were presented to BONSAI, which was asked to estimate the pose of the object. For most of our objects, the accuracy of pose estimates is very good (within lo for a@es and 0.1 inch for trlations). For coarse manipulation with a robot arm or other gripper, errors of this magnitude are acceptable. If higher accuracy was desired, these pose estimates could serve as input to an iterative refinement procedure which would attempt small adjustmenta in the angles and translations to optimize a matching criterion.
Recognition Accuracy: Real Imagery
Five images of each of our twenty objects were obtained from the 1OOX scanner and segmented. The resulting scene descriptions were input to BONSAI, which selected a subset of models to search and produced a ranked list of recognition hypotheses. The identity of the database model with the highest score was reported for each input image. We achieved an overall recognition accuracy of 88%, a reject rate of 2%, and an incorrect recognition rate of 10%. These error rates are comparable to those obtained by Lu et al.
[12] from their CAD-based vision system (using intensity data). Hoffman el al.
[8] obtained perfect recognition rates on a twelveobject database, but used synthetic imagery. Most of the errors made by our system were plaurible interpretations of the scene. Many of the polyhedral or partially polyhedral objects in our database exhibit views which are qualitatively similar, and we were not surprised to see our system have difficulty recognizing the correct model in such ambiguous cases. 
Multi-Object Scenes
Ten scenes, each containing two model objects, were obtained from the lOOX sensor, processed, and input to BONSAI, which produced a ranked list of hypotheses regarding the image content. We ~v e d the first hypothesis and removed the -dated scene entities from the system's scene descrip tion. BONSAI then produced another list of hypotheses, and we saved the highest-ranked of these. As an example, Figure 2 contains the input range image, segmentation, and the highest-ranked hypotheses for a scene containing the TAP-EROLL and BIGWYE objects. Both objects were correctly recognized. In Figurea 2(c) and (d), we have overlaid the hypothesized object in the estimated pose on the segmentation of the input image. Our experiments with ten two-object images produced the following results:
In 15 of 20 instances, model identities were found corIn 13 of 20 instances, model pose was estimated accuMost of the erroneous interpretations produced by BONSAI reflect ambiguities or redundancies in the model database. The right-angle comer is an excellent example of a feature which completely constrains the pose estimate, but provides very little discriminatory power in our model database (many of our twenty models have right-angle comers).
rectly. rately.
Summary
This paper has described the BONSAI recognition module, which takes segmented scene descriptions, selects a candidate model subset from the object model database, and performs interpretation t m search, verifying hypotheses with adequately constrained pose estimates. Our extension of IT search to work with 3D data and curved surface primitives is one of the first reported in the literature. We have al.0 d 5 veloped the concept of reriricied IT d, in which we allow model entities to be employed in hypothesin associations at most once. Restricted aearch trees are d e r and require less effort to search, and the underlying assumption of accurate segmentation for the scene can be reked through hypothesis extension.
Experiments with synthetic and real data indicate that BONSAI CM produce correct scene interpretations in situations where views are not underconstrained (in terms of pose) and modeh have a sigdicant number of salient features. Models or scenes with structural similarities or nonsalient features can occcuionally yield incorrect interpretations, but those interpretatiolu are usually plausible nonetheless.
Our present aet of experiments yields a recognition error rate for isolated objects which im comparable with that of other systems b c i i d d b e d in the literature, pose estimates of good quality (good enough for robotic manipulation of the scene entities), and marginal interpretation quality for cluttered scenes, although additional constraints (specifically, the computation of feature saliency) can be employed to improve the results. We are currently implementing the hypothesis verificationmodule of the BONSAI object recognition system on a shared-memory multiprocessor, and plan to investigate parallel implementations for other modules in the future.
